Abstract-Tree detection techniques are often used to reduce the complexity of a posteriori probability (APP) detection in multiantenna wireless communication systems. In this paper, we introduce an efficient soft-input soft-output tree detection algorithm that employs a new type of look-ahead path metric in the process of branch pruning (or sorting). While conventional path metrics depend only on symbols on a visited path, the new path metric accounts for unvisited parts of the tree in advance through an unconstrained linear estimator and adds a bias term that reflects the contribution of as-yet undecided symbols. By applying the linear estimate-based look-ahead path metric to an -algorithm that selects the best paths for each level of the tree, we develop a new soft-input soft-output tree detector, called an improved soft-input soft-output -algorithm (ISS-MA). Based on an analysis of the probability of correct path loss, we show that the improved path metric offers substantial performance gain over the conventional path metric. We also demonstrate through simulations that the proposed ISS-MA can be a promising candidate for soft-input soft-output detection in high-dimensional systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE relationship between the transmitted symbol and the received signal vector in many communication systems can be expressed in the form (1) where is the transmitted vector whose entries are chosen from a finite symbol alphabet, and are the received signal and noise vectors, respectively, and is the channel matrix. As a practical decoding scheme when a code constraint is imposed, iterative detection and decoding (IDD) has been applied to various digital communication systems including channel equalization [1] , multi-input multioutput (MIMO) detection [2] - [4] , and multiuser detection [5] . Motivated by the turbo principle [6] , the IDD receiver exchanges soft information between a symbol detector and a channel decoder to achieve performance close to the channel capacity. The symbol detector computes a posteriori probabilities (APPs) on the bits comprising , using a priori probabilities provided by the channel decoder and the observation . Then, the detector exchanges this soft information (so-called extrinsic information) with a soft-input soft-output decoder, such as the max-log-MAP decoder [7] . In the sequel, we refer to such a detector as an APP detector.
Direct computation of the APP involves marginalization over all configurations of the vector , leading to exponential complexity in the system size (e.g., number of antenna elements in MIMO systems). As a means of approximately performing the APP detection at reduced complexity, tree detection techniques have received much attention recently [3] , [4] , [8] - [16] . (Refer to [17] for an overview of tree detection techniques.) The essence of these approaches is to produce a set of promising symbol candidates via a tree search for estimating the APP over this reduced set. Thus far, a variety of tree detection algorithms have been proposed. In [3] , the sphere decoding algorithm (SDA) [18] , [19] with a fixed radius was used to find symbol candidates. In [4] , a priori information obtained from the channel decoder was exploited to improve the search efficiency of the SDA. In [8] , a hard sphere decoder was employed to find a single maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) symbol estimate maximizing and a candidate list was generated by flipping bits in the MAP estimate. In [9] , the APPs of all bits in are obtained simultaneously by modifying a bound tightening criterion of a single sphere search. Additionally, a more sophisticated extension of this idea was introduced in [10] . The computational complexity of these tree detection algorithms varies depending on the channel and noise realizations, and in the worst case the search complexity is the same as that of exhaustive search. In order to limit the worst case complexity of the tree detection approach, fixed-complexity tree search techniques [20] have been proposed. For example, an -algorithm was extended to soft-input soft-output detection in [11] and an intelligent candidate adding algorithm for improving efficiency of the -algorithm was proposed in [12] . The stack algorithm was also exploited for list generation in combination with soft augmentation of tail bits of stack elements [13] . Other fixed-complexity soft-input soft-output detection algorithms can be found in [14] - [16] .
The -algorithm [11] , [21] , also known as -best algorithm in the MIMO detection literature [22] , [23] , selects only a finite set of the best candidates for each layer of the detection tree. The -algorithm is a practical candidate for soft-input softoutput detection due to its inherent nature to facilitate parallel 0018-9448/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE and pipelined processing [23] . In spite of this benefit, the -algorithm suffers from a poor performance-complexity tradeoff due to the greedy nature of the algorithm. To be specific, the algorithm checks the validity of paths in the forward direction and never traverses back for reconsideration. Once the correct path is rejected, it will never be selected again in subsequent selections, resulting in wasteful search effort. Moreover, these erroneous decisions often occur in early candidate selection stages where the accumulated path metric considers only a few symbol spans. One way to alleviate such error propagation is symbol detection ordering [12] , [24] . By processing each layer in an appropriate order, the chances of errors propagating to the next stage can be reduced. Nevertheless, error propagation severely limits the performance of the -algorithm especially when the system size is large.
In this paper, we pursue an improvement of the performance-complexity tradeoff of soft-input soft-output -algorithms. Toward this end, we propose a new path metric capturing the contribution of the entire symbol path. While the conventional path metric accounts for the contributions of symbols along the visited path only, the new path metric looks ahead to the unvisited paths and estimates their contributions through a soft unconstrained linear symbol estimate. In fact, a bias term reflecting the information from as-yet undecided symbols is incorporated into the conventional path metric for this purpose. In order to distinguish this improved path metric from the conventional path metric and other look-ahead metrics, we, henceforth, refer to it as a linear estimate-based look-ahead (LE-LA)path metric. We apply the LE-LA path metric to the soft-input soft-output -algorithm, introducing an improved soft-input soft-output -algorithm (ISS-MA). By sorting paths based on the LE-LA path metric, the ISS-MA lessens the chance of rejecting the correct path from the candidate list and eventually improves the detection performance especially for systems of large dimension. Indeed, from an analysis of the probability of correct path loss (CPL), we show that the LE-LA path metric benefits the candidate selection process of the -algorithm and the gain increases with problem size.
The idea of using a look-ahead path metric has been explored in artificial intelligence search problems [25] and can also be found in soft decoding of linear block codes [26] , [27] . In [28] , computationally efficient methods to obtain the bias term were investigated using semidefinite programming and estimation techniques. While these approaches search for a deterministic bias term (lower bound of future cost) to guarantee the optimality of the sequential or depth-first search, our approach uses linear estimation to derive a bias term designed to improve candidate selection of the breadth-first search. The key advantage of using a linear estimator is that a priori information can be easily incorporated into the bias term so that the look-ahead operation benefits from the decoder output in each iteration. It is also worth emphasizing the difference between the proposed path metric and the Fano matric [29] . The Fano metric exploits the APP of each path as its path metric. For a binary symmetric channel, the Fano metric introduces a bias term proportional to the path length to penalize paths of short length. The extension of the Fano metric to channels with memory or MIMO channels is not straightforward, since it involves marginalization over the distribution of the undecided symbols. Modification of the Fano metric is considered for equalization of intersymbol interference (ISI) channels in [30] and for MIMO detection in [17] . As a means to improve path metric of the SDA, the idea of probabilistic pruning was introduced in [31] - [34] . In [13] , the probability density of an observed signal estimated from a separate tree search is used as a bias term. While these approaches assign an equal bias term for paths of the same length, the ISS-MA provides a distinct bias term for each path in the tree, allowing for the application of a breadth-first search such as the -algorithm. As such, our path metric can be readily combined with any type of tree-based soft-input soft-output detector.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the IDD system and the tree detection algorithm. In Section III, we present the LE-LA path metric along with its efficient computation. We also describe the application of the LE-LA path metric to the soft-input soft-output -algorithm. In Section IV, we present the performance analysis of the ISS-MA. In Section V, we provide simulation results and conclude in Section VI.
We briefly summarize the notation used in this paper. Uppercase and lowercase letters written in boldface denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. The superscripts and denote transpose and conjugate transpose (hermitian operator), respectively.
denotes an -norm square of a vector and is a diagonal matrix that has elements on the main diagonal. and are the matrix whose entries are all ones or zeros, respectively. The subscript is omitted if there is no risk of confusion.
denotes a circular symmetric complex Gaussian density with mean and variance .
denotes expectation over the random variable . denotes . For a hermitian matrix , (or ) means that is semipositive definite (or positive definite).
means the probability of the event .
denotes a joint probability density function (PDF) for the random variables .
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we briefly review the IDD framework and then introduce the tree detection algorithms.
A. Iterative Detection and Decoding
In a transmitter, a rate channel encoder is used to convert a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) binary information bits into an encoded sequence . The bit sequence is permuted using a random interleaver and then mapped into a symbol vector using a -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol alphabet. We label the interleaved bits associated with the th symbol by . Due to the interleaver, we assume that these interleaved bits are mutually uncorrelated.
In the system model (1), and are the received signal and noise vectors, respectively. Each entry of the symbol vector is drawn from a finite alphabet (2) where is chosen to satisfy the normalization condition . For example, for 16-QAM and for 64-QAM modulation. Fig. 1 depicts the basic structure of an IDD system. The receiver consists of two main blocks: the APP detector and the channel decoder. The APP detector generates the a posteriori log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of using the observation and a priori information delivered from the channel decoder. The a posteriori LLR is defined as (3) where we take rather than by convention. With the standard noise model , (3) can be rewritten as [3] ( 4) where (5) The set is the set of all configurations of satisfying and is the a priori LLR defined as . Once is computed, the extrinsic LLR is obtained from . These extrinsic LLRs are deinterleaved and then delivered to the channel decoder. The channel decoder computes the extrinsic LLRs for the coded bits and feeds them back to the APP detector. These operations are repeated until a suitably chosen convergence criterion is achieved [3] .
B. Soft-Input Soft-Output Tree Detection
The direct computation of the a posteriori LLR in (4) involves marginalization over symbol candidates, which easily becomes infeasible for large systems employing high-order modulations. A tree detection algorithm addresses this problem by searching a small set of promising symbol candidates over which a posteriori LLRs are estimated. Specifically, a small number of symbol vectors with large , equivalently, small , are sought. In the sequel, we refer to as a cost metric for tree detection, where is a scaling factor. The goal of the tree detection algorithm is to find symbol vectors of small cost metric, and the best (minimum) among them corresponds to the MAP solution (denoted by ). The tree detection algorithm relies on a tree representation of the search space spanned by . In order to represent the search space using a tree, we perform a QR decomposition of in (1) as (6) where is an upper triangular matrix whose diagonals are nonnegative and is an matrix satisfying . Note that and are the and submatrices of . The upper triangular structure of allows symbol decision to take place from to sequentially. Such successive symbol decision leads to tree representation. Specifically, tree construction starts by extending branches from the root depending on the symbol realization for (recall that we assume -ary QAM modulation). For each such branch, child branches are extended for the possible realization of the next symbol . These branch extensions are repeated until all branches corresponding to are generated. This yields a tree of the depth , where each "complete" path from the root to a leaf corresponds to a realization of . In order to find the complete paths of small cost metric, the tree detection algorithm searches the tree using a systematic node visiting rule. For notational simplicity, we henceforth denote a path associated with a set of symbols by a column vector . Also, we call a level of tree associated with the symbol "the level" (e.g., the bottom of the tree associated with is the first level). For details on tree construction, see [19] .
For a systematic search of symbol candidates, a path metric is assigned to each path . Using the invariance of the norm to unitary transformations in (6), we can define the cost metric as
where ,
, and . The path metric associated with the path can be defined as a partial sum in the cost metric [19] (9) Whenever a new node is visited, the term , referred to as a branch metric, is added to the path metric of the parent node. Since the branch metric is nonnegative for all , the path metric becomes a lower bound of the cost metric . Using , the tree detection algorithm compares the reliability of distinct paths and chooses the surviving paths. Since the path metric is determined by the visited path only, we henceforth denote as a causal path metric. According to a predefined node visiting rule [17] , the tree detection algorithm attempts to find the complete paths associated with smallest cost metric. Denoting the set of the corresponding symbol candidates as , an approximate APP can be expressed as (10) Further simplification can be achieved using max-log approximation [7] , [42] (11)
Since does not span whole symbol space, either or might be empty for some values of . If this case happens, the magnitude of is set to infinity, causing a bias in LLR values. One way to cope with this event is to clip the magnitude of to a constant value, e.g., [3] .
III. IMPROVED SOFT-INPUT SOFT-OUTPUT -ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the ISS-MA, which improves the candidate selection process of the soft-input soft-output tree detection algorithms. We first describe a genie-aided path metric that motivates our study and then introduce the new path metric that accounts for the information on unvisited paths. We also discuss an efficient way to compute the new path metric.
A. Motivation
We begin our discussion with the following path metric.
Definition 3.1: A genie-aided path metric
is defined as (12) The genie-aided path metric is obtained by minimizing the sum of over all combinations of undecided symbols . This minimal term, which can be considered as a bias term, is added to the causal path metric. The genie-aided path metric can be used in the -algorithm so that the best candidates with the smallest genie-aided path metric are selected in each tree level. It is easy to show that the -algorithm employing the genie-aided path metric finds the closest (best) path with probability 1 (even for ). This can be readily shown since the genie-aided path metric provides the smallest cost metric among all tail paths. Note that a similar path metric appeared in [28] .
Theorem 3.2:
Provided that has been correctly detected, i.e., where represents the actually transmitted symbols, the bias term of the genie-aided path metric is (13) where the minimizer is the MAP estimate of , i.e.,
Proof: See Appendix A.
Theorem 3.2 implies that the bias term of the genie-aided path metric is obtained by computing using the MAP estimate of . This MAP estimate is derived under the condition that the path associated with the actual transmitted symbols is given. Though the genie-aided path metric offers a substantial performance gain, it is impractical to incorporate it into tree search due to the high complexity associated with the MAP estimation.
B. Derivation of the Linear Estimate-Based Look-Ahead Path Metric
In order to alleviate the complexity associated with the MAP detection of in the genie-aided path metric, we relax the finite alphabet constraint and make the Gaussian assumption on . As a result of this approximation, we obtain the linear MMSE estimate instead of the MAP estimate [35, Chapter IV.B]. By replacing the MAP estimate by the linear MMSE estimate in (13) , the bias term can be computed at lower complexity. For a particular path visited , we first define the LE-LA path metric.
Definition 3.3:
The LE-LApath metric, denoted by , is defined as (15) where is the linear MMSE estimate of . Note that is obtained under the condition that . In the sequel, we denote this bias term as .
To derive the linear MMSE estimate , we partition the vectors and to and vectors, i.e., (16) where , , and are the adequately partitioned submatrices of . Using (16) , and can be expressed as (17) (18) and . Note that the term generated by a priori information considers only since the symbols are undecided. Note also that the linear MMSE estimate of the noncausal symbols is given by [35] (19) (20) where and . We can obtain and from a priori LLRs as [2] . . . (21) (22) where and . In the first iteration of the IDD where a priori LLRs, are unavailable, and . Using (18) and (20), can be rewritten
where
Further, denoting and , can be simply expressed (27) Note that the bias term of the LE-LA path metric can be computed with only linear operations. Note also that the a priori information obtained from the channel decoder is reflected through and in the bias term.
C. Efficient Computation of Path Metric
In this section, we discuss how the LE-LA path metric can be computed efficiently. Recalling that the bias term is expressed as , computation of the path metric is divided into two steps: 1) computation of for all prior to the tree search and 2) recursive update of the path metric for each branch extension during the search.
First, using a matrix inversion formula for block matrices [36, Appendix 1. . See Appendix B for the derivation of (30) . If the a priori LLRs are all zero, does not need to be computed for every symbol as long as the channel remains constant. If the a priori LLRs are nonzero, these steps are performed for each symbol. However, the required computations can be further reduced by replacing the instantaneous covariance matrix by its time average over a coherent time [1] .
Next, the LE-LA path metric can be recursively updated for each tree extension. At the root node, a vector is defined such that . The vector is updated from its parent node as (31) where is a scaler variable. Using the vector for each path , the LE-LA path metric can be obtained as (30) where . Noting that the dimension of the matrix is , the number of complex multiplications for the bias term computation is proportional to . In order to reduce the complexity, we can look ahead only symbols instead of all noncausal symbols. Toward this goal, we set and repartition the system as (35) where and are the redefined submatrices of (16), respectively. In this case, the bias term defined in Section III-B needs to be modified based on this partitioning. In doing so, the dimensions of and are reduced from to . The recursive computation of employing the new partitioning can be derived without matrix inversion (see [37, Section III.A]). In addition, in (34), we only need to multiply with the last elements of . Overall, by using only noncausal symbols for the bias term, the number of operations for the bias computation can be reduced from to .
D. Application to APP Detection
In this section, we introduce the soft-input soft-output tree detection algorithm employing the LE-LA path metric. In the first step, symbol detection ordering is performed. Since the ISS-MA decides each element of symbol vectors successively, error propagations can be reduced by detecting the strongest symbols first. The V-BLAST ordering [24] or B-Chase preprocessing [12] can be adopted. Especially, when is relatively larger than the constellation size , the B-Chase preprocessing is preferred. In each level of the tree, of survival paths are compared and then the best paths are selected. Starting from the root node, this candidate selection procedure continues to the bottom level, eventually producing complete paths. The symbol vectors corresponding to these complete paths generate a candidate list , over which the extrinsic LLR for each bit is calculated. In the event that a particular bit in each of the candidates takes the same value (all one or zero), the magnitude of the generated LLR might become unduly large, limiting the error-correction capability of the channel decoder [38] . In order to prevent this situation, whenever this occurs for the bit of the candidate list, the bits of the best candidates are flipped and added to the candidate list , generating an extended list . As a result, the size of becomes . A more desirable flipping method would be to flip the corresponding bit of all candidates and then select of them having the lowest cost function. Since this method increases the complexity considerably, we employ the cost-effective alternative that flips the best candidates. Though the current approach would produce a slightly degraded counterhypothesis set, we expect that it is highly likely to be, or to at least have a large overlap with, the aforementioned best counterhypothesis set. Using the list together with the max-log approximation, the APP becomes (36) A summary of the ISS-MA is provided in Table I .
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We discussed in the previous section that the transmitted symbols are always found with if the genie-aided path metric is used. Relaxation of the finite alphabet constraint and Gaussian approximation are made for undecided symbols to derive the LE-LA path metric. In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed -algorithm employing the LE-LA path metric. As a measure for performance, we consider the probability of a CPL event, i.e., the probability that the tree search rejects a path associated with the transmitted symbols. In order to make the analysis tractable, we focus on the case when , which will eventually lead to an upper bound of CPL for general values. Although our analysis focuses only on the case , it is clear that lower CPL rate for implies a greater likelihood of a correct symbol being selected for . The performance analysis for is presented via computer simulations in Section V-B.
Given the channel matrix and the a priori LLRs, the probability of CPL can be expressed as (37) (38) (39) where denotes the set of the paths selected at the th level and is the probability given that is sent. 
In addition, as , monotonically increases and approaches . We can deduce from (50) and (51) that the actual SINR gain approaches a deterministic value between . One can also show that both and are an increasing functions of . Noting that indicates an index for tree depth, the SINR bounds achieve their maximum at the top level of the tree . Next, we analyze the probability of CPL using the SINR obtained. It is worth taking a close look at the term in (43) . Recalling that and , is an MMSE estimate of [35] . In order to make the derivation of the CPL probability more tractable, we use a Gaussian approximation for the MMSE estimation error or equivalently . Under this approximation, we can assume that the interference plus noise of the scalar channel is Gaussian. The validity of this approximation has been supported in many asymptotic scenarios in [39] and [40] . In particular, it is shown that the Gaussian approximation is highly accurate for large problem size [41] .
Using the SINR in (45), the probability of CPL for the level detection can be expressed as [42] (52) where . The inequality in (52) follows from the existence of a priori terms in (42) , which lowers the actual CPL probability. From (46), we have (53) Using (53), we can analyze an average probability of CPL for a random channel whose elements are independent complex Gaussian with . The average probability of CPL, denoted as , is given by
where denotes the expectation over . The average CPL probability is obtained after evaluating for all . In our analysis, we do not put our emphasis on the higher order terms since they become negligible in the high SNR regime. Using the relationship for and from (53), we have (56) (57) (58) where (58) . Therefore, at a high SNR, the probability of CPL for the top level would dominate, i.e.,
where the right-hand side is obtained from (59) and (60). Following similar steps, we can also show that the upper bound of the average CPL probability for the causal path metric becomes (63)
We observe from (62) that the average CPL probability of the LE-LA path metric is smaller than that of the causal path metric by the factor of . Since this term is strictly less than unity, it corresponds to the scaling gain obtained from the LE-LA path metric.
In Fig. 2 , we provide the plot of the average CPL probability versus SNR for several system sizes ( , and 20) when uncoded QPSK transmission is employed. The average CPL rate and its upper bound are obtained from (52) and (53). For a comprehensive view, we also include the average CPL rate for the causal path metric in (63). For all cases considered, the CPL expression in (52) is quite close to that obtained from the simulation results, supporting the accuracy of the analytic bound we obtained. In particular, the upper bound of the average CPL rate appears tight at a high SNR. Fig. 3 shows how the scaling gain in (60) varies as a function of SNR and system size. We observe that the performance gain of the LE-LA path metric improves with system size and the maximum is achieved in low-to-moderate SNR range (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Notice that this behavior is desirable for IDD, since the performance in low-to-mid SNR range is critical in triggering performance improvement though iterations [45] .
V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the ISS-MA through computer simulations. First, we observe the performance of the soft-input soft-output -algorithm employing the LE-LA path metric and that employing the conventional path metric. Note that the LE-LA path metric is not restricted to a particular search scheme and can be extended to more sophisticated breadth-first search algorithms (such as [12] and [23] ). Next, we compare the performance-complexity tradeoff of the ISS-MA with the existing soft-input soft-output detectors.
A. Simulation Setup
The simulation setup for the IDD system is as follows. A total of information bits are randomly generated. A rate recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code with feedback polynomial and feedforward polynomial is employed. We use a random interleaver of size of (60) (61) bits. We use a gray mapping for QAM modulation. We use fast fading channels where each entry of is i.i.d. complex Gaussian and we assume that perfect knowledge of the channel state is known at the receiver. For the channel decoding, a max-log-MAP decoder [7] is employed. The SNR is defined as . Computational complexity of detectors is measured by counting the average number of complex multiplications per symbol period and per iteration.
B. Simulation Results
First, we compare the performance of the causal path metric and the LE-LA path metric for the 12 12 system with 16-QAM. For fair comparison, both algorithms employ the same candidate extension strategy with described in Section III-D and V-BLAST symbol ordering. The parameter is set to 5 for the LE-LA path metric. In Fig. 5 , the plots of bit error rate (BER) are provided for several values ( and 12). Each plot represents the BER results for different number of iterations. For all values and after each iteration, the ISS-MA outperforms the conventional -algorithm. In particular, when , the performance of the ISS-MA is pronounced, resulting in more than 5 dB gain in BER performance. Then, the performance gap decreases as increases. The ISS-MA maintains performance gain over the conventional -algorithm with small values. Table II provides computational complexity of both algorithms along with the SNR required to achieve the BER of . The SNR is measured after the seventh iteration. In order to compare performance-complexity tradeoff, it is worth looking at the performance of the ISS-MA with and the -algorithm with , since both algorithms require similar computational complexity. As shown in Table II , the ISS-MA achieves almost 1 dB performance gain. We can additionally observe that the performance of the ISS-MA converges faster than the conventional -algorithm. This together with the early termination mechanism will also help reducing the complexity of the ISS-MA.
Next, we investigate how the performance gap between the ISS-MA and the conventional -algorithm changes as a function of the system size. Table III presents the SNR at BER and complexity of both algorithms for and 12, respectively. In our simulations, 16-QAM modulation is used, and and are set to 5 and 6, respectively. The performance is measured after the seventh iteration. We observe that the performance gain due to the LE-LA path metric increases with system size. In particular, the gain of the ISS-MA for the 12 12 system is 1.75 dB while that for the 6 6 system is 0.5 dB. This clearly demonstrates that future cost plays a key role for large systems.
We next examine the performance of the ISS-MA as a function of the parameter (see Section III-C). In our simulations, the -QAM transmission is considered and is set to 8. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the performance and complexity of the ISS-MA for different , respectively. Note that the ISS-MA with reduces to the conventional -algorithm. As the parameter increases, the ISS-MA accounts for the further future cost so that we observe both the performance gain and complexity increases. In short, the ISS-MA offers tradeoff between performance and complexity through . While the performance of the ISS-MA improves much for small values, the effect of diminishes with larger . It is shown that the choice of is sufficient to achieve the maximal performance gain offered by the LE-LA path metric for all cases considered.
Our simulations thus far assume the channel matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian elements. In order to observe comprehensive picture on performance, we simulate the proposed ISS-MA algorithm for spatially correlated MIMO. In the simulations, we model a correlated MIMO channel as , where is the transmit correlation matrix and is the receive correlation matrix [46] . 
Note that correlations between the antennas fade as they are spaced further. The system is considered and the parameters and are set to 12 and 5, respectively. Comparing the result of Fig. 6 with that of Fig. 5(d) , we observe that though the performance of both algorithms degrades in correlated channels, the overall gain of the ISS-MA over the conventional algorithm gets even larger. From this observation, we can deduce that the LE-LA path metric can be more powerful when channel gains are correlated.
Finally, we check the performance-complexity tradeoff of the ISS-MA along with those of the existing soft-input soft-output tree detection algorithms. For a comprehensive picture, we consider the following algorithms.
1) MMSE-PIC algorithm (MMSE parallel interference cancellation detector [1] , [2] , [47] ): This detector subtracts a priori estimates of the interfering symbols from the received vector and then applies a linear MMSE estimator to obtain soft estimate of the symbols. 2) LISS algorithm (list sequential stack algorithm): It is characterized by the size of stack and that of auxiliary stack [13] . 3) LFCSD algorithm (list fixed complexity sphere decoder [14] ): A candidate list is found by the fixed complexity sphere decoder proposed in [20] . This detector is characterized by and representing the size of the candidate list and the number of paths fully extended, respectively.
4) ITS algorithm
(iterative tree search [11] ): This detector uses the conventional -algorithm to find the candidate list. Note that the parameters of the ISS-MA are remarked in "ISS-MA
." Although the LSD [3] and single (parallel) tree search (STS) [9] , [10] are considered as powerful detection schemes, their complexities grow so rapidly with problem size so that they are infeasible for the system sizes considered in our simulations For this reason, we only consider fixed-complexity detectors. In Fig. 7 , the performance and complexity of each algorithm are drawn in the 2-D plot for comparing the performance-complexity tradeoff of the detectors. Note that the performance of all detectors converges within the seventh iteration. Due to linear structure, the MMSE-PIC achieves the lowest complexity among all candidates. In addition, the performance of the MMSE-PIC is better than those of the LISS, LFCSD, and ITS. This would be why the candidate size of the latter detectors is not large enough to achieve good performance. In particular, due to the limited stack size, the LISS algorithm (complexity = 690k, SNR = 12.5 dB @ 1% BER) suffers stack overflow before reaching a leaf of the tree and thus is highly likely to fail to find reliable candidates. Due to an improved candidate selection process, the ISS-MA finds reliable candidates only with small candidate size, thereby yielding the best BER performance while maintaining reasonable complexity. Clearly, the ISS-MA achieves the best performance-complexity tradeoff among all tree detectors considered.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed a new path metric, which shows great promise in terms of its performance-complexity tradeoff for soft-input soft-output tree detection in an IDD system. By accounting for noncausal symbols in the path metric computation, the proposed LE-LA path metric achieves the performance gains over the existing causal path metric. We apply the LE-LA path metric to the soft-input soft-output -algorithm. By adopting the sorting mechanism exploiting the LE-LA path metric, we could improve the chance of selecting the correct path substantially, thereby achieving excellent detection and decoding performance with fewer iterations. From CPL probability analysis, we observed that the LE-LA path metric is more reliable than the causal path metric. Computer simulations confirm that the proposed ISS-MA can be a promising candidate for soft-input soft-output detection in high-dimensional systems.
The next-generation wireless standards are requiring more complex receiver algorithms to support higher throughput and powerful interference cancellation capability. The LTE-advanced standard (3GPP release 10) considers up to 8 8 spatial multiplexing for downlink to support a peak throughput of 1 gigabits per second [49] . Besides, systems modeled with large problem size arise in many scenarios where the receiver has to combat against various types of interferences from multipaths, neighboring cells, and adjacent frequencies. This trend will make the ISS-MA more attractive solution for the future receiver. where (94) is from and (95) follows from being and independent of . Let be a matrix generated from the first columns of . Then the matrices and share same eigenvalues. The PDF of the unordered eigenvalues of is given by (61), which completes the proof [48] .
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